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Hormone receptors are now understood to play a key role in
the cancer problem because they are important molecular con
trols of growth and homeostasis in many cells. This conclusion
has been emphasized by the recent data connecting oncogenes
to hormones and their receptors (1). For example the glucocor-
ticoid receptor, the thyroid hormone receptor, and other steroid
hormone receptors are all related to the erbA. oncogene (2-6).
The erbA oncogene product is a DNA-binding protein of un
known function, and it does not bind a ligand (2).

Enormous strides have been made in the last three decades
in the understanding of gene expression signaled by hormones.
The concept of a receptor for hormones was still unclear in the
middle 1960s. Earlier it was popular to think in terms of
hormones acting directly on enzymes to accomplish their activ
ities (7-12). Only recently have receptors been fractionated to
a high state of purity allowing for scrutiny of their structures,
activation/transformation processes, and regulatory controls.
The study of cloned receptor genes has confirmed the concept
of active site domains as well as defining hormone-receptor
binding sites in the genetic material. Many important strides
will be made by the molecular genetic approach; nevertheless,
several important questions remain for investigations at the
protein level. These include the regulation of the hormone
receptor mechanism by various nonreceptor molecules, the
nature of receptor second messengers and their actions, and the
nature and functions of auxiliary proteins operating on hor-
monally regulated genes. An important parameter of regulation
involves the phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of the recep
tor itself and possibly of its regulators. Another consideration
is whether all of the properties of receptors are understood, i.e.,
whether there exist enzymatic properties of receptors that are
not yet appreciated. In this Perspective, the question of regu
lation of the glucocorticoid receptor mechanism is considered.

Purification of the Glucocorticoid Receptor and the Activation
Mechanism

Recently both the unactivated/nontransformed glucocorti
coid receptor complex and the activated DNA-binding form
have been fractionated to near homogeneity (13-15) (activation
or transformation of the receptor complex is the conversion
from the non-DNA-binding form of the receptor complex to a
form that will bind to the cellular nucleus or DNA). The
availability of the purified unactivated receptor complex per
mits the characterization of the in vitro activation process.
Moreover, the regulators of this process from the cytosol can
be assayed with the purified receptor complex since the purified
liver unactivated receptor, when activated, binds to DNA to the
extent of 50% or so of the cytosolic form of the receptor (14).
Thus, when cytosol is replenished, the portion of the purified
activated receptor able to bind to DNA is increased to the level
of the unfractionated receptor complex (16).
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A number of experiments generate a speculative scheme of
the activation mechanism in vitro and the subsequent translo
cation of the activated receptor complex to the nucleus and its
actions there (Fig. 1). A key to the activation process resides in
the low molecular weight inhibitor of activation called modu
lator (17, 18). This substance maintains the integrity of the
unactivated heterologous receptor complex and stabilizes the
steroid-receptor bond. Recently, the modulator has been puri
fied to homogeneity from rat liver cytosol and its structure has
been determined to within more than 85% of the carbon (19,
20) assignments. As shown in Fig. 2, the tentative structure of
modulator is that of an ether-linked glycerophosphoserine de
rivative. This compound is soluble in the cytoplasm and is novel
in its structure. Its identity is that of the endogenous factor that
is mimicked by molybdate when the latter is added exogenously
to broken cell preparations to stabilize and prevent the activa
tion of the receptor complex (17-20). Because its concentration
in hepatocyte cytoplasm is micromolar and that of the receptor
is nanomolar, the modulator must have other functions in the
cell. Modulator has been shown to inhibit the activation of the
aldosterone receptor2 and it may be active in other steroid

receptor systems as well as that for the glucocorticoids. Mod
ulator activity is not found in the platelet-activating factor, the
only other ether-linked glycerol derivative thus far with impor
tant biological activity (21). The modulator does not have
insulin mediator activity in the pyruvate dehydrogenase sys
tem.3 Future research will detect what the nonreceptor functions

of this interesting substance might be.
A scheme of the in vitro mechanism of action of the gluco

corticoid receptor is shown in Fig. 1. Starting at the upper left
corner, the potentiated receptor (Rs) requires a reduced sulfhy-
dryl group (Rsn) at or near the ligand binding site to produce
the receptor form able to bind steroid. The unactivated/non
transformed receptor complex (P1RSHP1) may be a trimer of
one receptor subunit (RSH) and two molecules of M, 90,000
heat shock protein. The complex may also contain an RNA. In
this configuration, the DNA binding domain of the receptor
would be blocked by steric conformation or directly by an RNA.
Reversal of this form to the steroid nonbinding receptor (Rs) is
inhibited by modulator or molybdate added exogenously. Pre
sumably, modulator is a component of the unactivated/non
transformed receptor complex. The glucocorticoid steroid (S)
binds to the unactivated/nontransformed receptor complex to
form the liganded unactivated receptor complex (P1RSHSP1).

The first step of activation/transformation in vitro (Fig. 1) is
seen to be controlled by the release of the modulator causing a
decrease in the affinity of the subunits of the heterologous
receptor complex. The first step can be inhibited by the addition
of modulator or of molybdate (18-20). Modulator is approxi
mately 250 times more active than molybdate in this respect
(20). The product of the activation is an intermediate, probably
bound to a tRNA (R++SHS-RNA) (22, 23), and finally the free
receptor subunit is released so that its DNA-binding domain is
no longer occluded by other macromolecules. There is some

2G. Schulman, P. Bodine, and G. Litwack, unpublished data.
3P. Bodine, G. Litwack, and L. Jarett, unpublished experiments.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the in vitro mechanism
of the glucocorticoid receptor. Rs, the poten
tiated receptor, requires a reduced sulfhydryl
group (KM,) at or near the ligand-binding site
to produce the receptor form able to bind
steroid; IMK.,,,!1]. the unactivated/nontrans-
formed receptor complex may be a trimer of
one receptor subunit (RSH)and two molecules
of M, 90,000 heat shock protein (PI); S, the
glucocorticoid steroid; IMRMiSI'l. the li-
ganded unactivated receptor complex; K " M,S,

the activated/transformed DNA binding form
of the glucocorticoid receptor complex; TAT,
t>rosine aminotransferase; TO. try ptophan oxy-
genase; PEPCK, phosphoenolpyruvate car-
boxykinase; AFP, a-fetoprotein; UK, glucocor
ticoid receptor; R;â€ž.the initial cytoplasmic
form of the receptor.
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Fig. 2. Tentative structure of modulator deduced from physical and chemical
measurements showing that it is a novel, water-soluble, ether-linked glycerophos-
phoserine derivative.

evidence suggesting that the unactivated complex of the recep
tor could be bound to RNA (24) and also that the activated
form can bind RNA in the cytosol to produce an intermediate
(22, 23). The second of these possibilities is evident in Fig. 1.
Once the activated form of the receptor is released, it can
translocate to the nucleus and bind to acceptor sites in the
genome.

Considerable controversy has developed over the question of
whether unoccupied (steroid-free) receptors are located in the
cytoplasm or in the cellular nucleus. In the case of the gluco
corticoid receptor, there seems to be a consensus that the
unoccupied receptor is located largely in the cytoplasm with
some in the nucleus (25-29), whereas in the cases of the
estrogen (30-32), progesterone (33-35), and vitamin D3 (36)
receptors, the weight of opinion is that they are located, like
the thyroid hormone receptor, in the nucleus. In the latter cases,
activation would have to be represented by some conformÃ¢tinnal
change in the receptor that would permit its binding to an
acceptor site different from its attachment to the genome in the
absence of the ligand.

Once having traversed the nuclear membrane by an as yet
unknown mechanism, the receptor binds to its acceptor site
usually located about 100-300 bases upstream from the RNA
polymerase start site. The glucocorticoid receptor acceptor
consensus sequence in retroviruses similar to that in mouse
mammary tumor virus is GGSACCATgTGTTCT (37). Where
this consensus sequence appears, the activated glucocorticoid
receptor complex recognizes it and binds. In experiments with
transfection of fragments of the receptor cDNA,4 only the
DNA-binding domain and some flanking sequences of the
receptor protein are required to activate a receptor-responsive
gene (38). This implies that the role of the steroid which is
apparently not absolutely required for binding of the receptor
to DNA is to promote the activation of the receptor in the
cytoplasm. Indeed, certain experiments demonstrate an in vivo
role (39) for the steroid that is not apparent in in vitro (40)
experiments. Thus, the activation process in the cell probably

4The abbreviation used is: cDNA, complementary DNA.

does not occur in the absence of steroid, a conclusion generated
by comparative experiments with glucocorticoid antagonists
which bind to the receptor and act like agonists in vitro but not
i/i vivo (41). Nevertheless, the role of the steroid and its binding
domain may be more important in the interaction of receptor
and DNA than indicated by the experiments alluded to above.

Once the activated receptor complex translocates to the nu
cleus and binds to the acceptor site alongside the genes to be
affected, the process of transcription is stimulated by an en
hanced rate of RNA polymerase starts. Experiments with the
tyrosine aminotransferase or tryptophan oxygenase genes show
that the extent of the transcriptional effect can be greatly
increased by artificially moving the acceptor site closer to the
start of transcription site and that two enhancers are required
for the maximal process to occur (42, 43). In consequence, the
mRNAs produced by this process are subsequently translocated
to the cytoplasm and the mature mRNAs are translated into a
variety of phenotypes that consummate the cellular response to
the hormone (Fig. 1). Of interest is the recent demonstration
that the regulation of the receptor level, as determined by the
concentration of receptor mRNA, may be different in different
tissues (44). The specific glucocorticoid-induced phenotypes
produced in a given sensitive cell type must be a product of the
availability of the consensus sequence alongside a given gene.
Thus, if one gene is stimulated in one cell, the same gene may
not be stimulated in another cell type if the consensus sequence
is occluded by a protein, for example, or by some other structure
that regulates transcription (a nucleosome?) (45).

The receptor must detach from its position of activity in the
genome and be transported back into the cytoplasm, perhaps
as a ribonucleoprotein particle (46). Afterwards, the steroid (S)
is released if it has not been released beforehand. The receptor
in this form (RSH)may be unable to bind steroid again and must
be potentiated. This step is thought to be accomplished in the
cytoplasm either as a result of a phosphorylation (47) or of
binding ADP (48) (Fig. 1). The released steroid will be rapidly
converted to an inactive form by metabolizing enzymes, if they
are present in the cell. By some means, the unactivated unoc
cupied form of the complex (P1RSHP1) is regenerated. Many
workers envision this as a combination of the potentiated
receptor with two A/r 90,000 heat shock proteins (49) that are
quite abundant in some cells, hepatocytes for example. The
heat shock proteins probably interact with the receptor in the
cell, but this association may not withstand the purification
steps required to produce the near homogeneous unactivated
receptor complex that remains in a molecular diameter similar
to that of the unactivated complex in the crude cytosol (14, 50).
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Also, the potential role of the modulator in reassembly of the
unactivated complex has not yet been assessed. The generation
of the purified unactivated complex of a size similar to that of
the crude complex has been found with the preparation purified
from rat liver (14) and from At 120 mouse pituitary cells (51).
Thus, if the receptor interacts with heat shock proteins in the
cytoplasm, and the purified unactivated receptor does not have
detectable heat shock proteins but remains of a size similar to
that of the crude form, either some other macromolecule may
be present in the purified complex or the purified complex is a
polymer of the steroid-binding moiety.

After establishing the potentiated form of the unactivated
receptor complex, the cycle can be repeated with the entry of a
new molecule of the steroid agonist. Consequently, a cell, like
the hepatocyte that is rich in steroid-metabolizing enzymes,
will be extremely responsive to the sporadic release of gluco-
corticoid from the adrenal gland.

Regulation of Translocation

The mechanism of translocation of the activated receptor
complex from the cytoplasm to the nucleus is unknown. A
logical portal is the nucleopore which may have a diameter that
would accommodate the activated receptor. A prior theory
suggested that receptors would enter the nucleus by first fusing
with lysosomes and subsequently fusing with the nucleus (52).
Considerable efforts have been expended to show that steroid
receptors bind to the nuclear matrix that should be continuous
with the perinuclear membrane. A promising approach is the
preparation of antibodies to the nuclear localization sequence
Pro-Lys-Asn-Lys-Lys-Arg-Lys-Val, which is found in the
cytoplasmic variant of the SV40 large T-antigen (53). Presum
ably, a sequence similar to this one would be found in the DNA-
binding domain of the glucocorticoid receptor. However, up to
now, limited advancement has been made in understanding the
mechanism of receptor translocation to the nucleus.

Some time ago, it was discovered that pyridoxal phosphate
could prevent the binding of the activated receptor complex to
DNA (54). This was determined to be the result of pyridoxyla-
tion of an (-amino group of an essential lysine residue in the
DNA-binding domain. Other experiments showed that a similar
derivative occurs at or near the steroid-binding site (55) causing
the dissociation of the steroid (56, 57). The pyridoxylation of
the second site, which requires elevated temperatures in vitro
compared to the first site (55), is the more sensitive locus when
measurements of affinity are estimated with the purified recep
tor preparation. In vivo, the addition of cellular levels of a
pyridoxal phosphate precursor prevents the nuclear uptake of
the receptor (58) and this inverse relationship between the level
of pyridoxal phosphate in a cell and the functionality of the
glucocorticoid receptor has been measured in terms of the
steroid induction of tyrosine aminotransferase (59). The func
tional relationship between the coenzyme and nuclear uptake
of the receptor has also been explored in vitamin B6-deficient
animals (58). Consequently, there may be a relationship be
tween the functionality of the receptor and the level of available
pyridoxal phosphate in the cell. Because it is expected that
most, if not all, of the available pyridoxal phosphate is present
in the cell in reversibly bound forms, how it dissociates from
these putative bound forms and binds to the receptor has yet to
be explained. Moreover, it has been reported recently that an
antibody directed against pyridoxal phosphate is able to precip
itate the glucocorticoid receptor, confirming a direct interaction
between the two components (60). A proteinaceous inhibitor of
translocation has been reported (61); however, the full nature
of this macromolecule has not yet been disclosed.

Pyridoxal phosphate precursors have been shown to kill
cancer cells in supranormal concentrations in cell culture ex
periments (62). It is possible that the vitamin precursor may be
active against certain skin tumors, such as melanomas, if the
local concentration of the coenzyme can be appropriately ele
vated (63), for example by topical application. It is probable
that the killing effect of the vitamer is related to its ability to
prevent the function of the glucocorticoid receptor. In the case
of the melanoma experiments, the glucocorticoid receptor is
required to mediate the formation of tyrosinase and melanin
(64). If these phenotypes (and perhaps others) cannot be
formed, the melanoma cell may be unable to function and, as a
result, it dies. Clearly, under normal conditions of vitamin
intake, the function of the glucocorticoid receptor will not be
varied, yet, in the case of pyridoxine deficiency, there may be
an important influence to sharpen the action of the receptor
and to elevate responses to glucocorticoids. At one stage of
pregnancy, it is well documented that there is a functional
vitamin B,, deficiency (65) and this condition may trigger the
exquisite functioning of the stress-combatting glucocorticoid
receptor. Pharmacological treatments to inhibit the receptor
function will depend upon generating high levels of the vitamer.
This can be done at a topical site and probably could be done
systemically although at risk to neurological toxicity. More
work is needed on the relationship between the pharmacological
effects of vitamin B6 and the killing of pigmented melanomas.

Glucocorticoid Receptor as a Phosphoprotein

Not long ago, the glucocorticoid receptor was shown to be a
phosphoprotein (66-68). In cells in culture, the receptor was
phosphorylated on a serine residue (66) and in vitro it was
shown to be phosphorylated primarily on a threonine residue
(69). Previous indirect experiments had suggested that dephos-
phorylation might be involved as part of the activation mecha
nism (70, 71). Although this did not bear out in terms of the
distribution between two charged forms of the receptor deter
mined by 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis (72) or by purifi
cation of receptor using an antibody (73), recent evidence
indicates that some component of the cytoplasmic receptor
system is probably dephosphorylated in the process of activa
tion of the receptor (74). Nevertheless, it is not well appreciated
what the consequences of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
might be. As mentioned above, there is some evidence suggest
ing that phosphorylation may be required for potentiation of
the receptor to a competent steroid-binding form after its
recirculation out of the nucleus. The purified receptor must be
dephosphorylated and then phosphorylated at specific sites with
specific protein kinases. Under each condition, the functions of
the receptor complex will have to be evaluated in order to arrive
at meaningful conclusions.

Several laboratories reported simultaneously that a purified
glucocorticoid receptor preparation exhibited protein kinase
activity (68, 69, 75). Two of the reports indicated that the
kinase was magnesium activated (68, 75) and later work sug
gested that a similar kinase was coisolated with the chicken
progesterone receptor but actually was a separate entity (76).
Other work described the phosphorylation of the purified acti
vated glucocorticoid receptor in a calcium-dependent manner
resulting in the phosphorylation of a threonine residue of the
receptor (69). In the absence of calcium, the receptor was no
longer phosphorylated but lysine-rich histones could be phos
phorylated (69). Both types of phosphorylation required the
agonist-bound activated form of the receptor (69) and both
types of phosphorylation were inhibited by an anti-receptor
monoclonal antibody that was capable of inhibiting steroid
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binding to the unoccupied receptor and, to a lesser extent, References
subsequent binding of the activated receptor to DNA (27). It
seemed an attractive idea that the receptor itself was a kinase
that could phosphorylate lysine-rich hist ones as part of its
action within the nucleus. However, with the sequencing of the
glucocorticoid receptor cDNA (77, 78), it is apparent that there
is no consensus sequence for an ATP-binding site (G-X-G-X-
X-G ... 11-22 nucleotides .. V-A-I-K), although there is a
V-I-A-K sequence of amino acid residues 717-720 predicted
by the rat receptor cDNA. There are consensus ATP-binding

sequences predicted by the cDNAs for the human estradiol
receptor (79) and the chicken progesterone receptor (80). There
is also one report indicating that the human estradiol receptor
in MCF-7 cells may have protein kinase activity (81). Experi
ments are in progress to determine if when the glucocorticoid
receptor binds [l4C]fluorosulfonylbenzoyladenosine, a covalent

ATP analogue, a peptide fragment can be obtained that exhibits
an amino acid sequence identifiable with that predicted by the
receptor cDNA sequence. If not, the possibility of a contami
nating protein kinase would have to be entertained, although it
would be difficult to explain the requirements of an agonist-
bound activated receptor and the inhibition of receptor phos-
phorylation as well as histone phosphorylation by an anti-
receptor monoclonal antibody. Three laboratories maintain that
the receptor itself cannot be a kinase (82-84). One of these
bases its results on the failure to detect activity in a crude
immune precipitate (82) while another laboratory produces a
purified receptor by different methodology and can demonstrate
no ligand dependence of kinase activity (83). In both of these
reports a magnesium-activated kinase is coisolated (which
might be expected to mask any activity of the receptor). There
is also a question concerning the survival of kinase activity
during the rigors of receptor purification. Future direct experi
ments will decide on whether the receptor is a kinase. If not, a
separate kinase may be interdependent in many respects with
receptor function.

Cytolysis of Thymus and Leukemia Cells

Some new developments have occurred in the understanding
of the killing effect of glucocorticoids on susceptible thymus
and thymus-derived leukemia cells. In normal development, the
thymus shrinks from its postnatal size as the adrenal gland
becomes functional with respect to the production of glucocor
ticoids. A similar killing effect (programmed cell death or
apoptosis) has been widely observed in various cells that invo
lute in response to glucocorticoid action. A lysis gene has been
proposed to encode some phenotype responsible for cell death
(85). Since plentiful evidence is available to suggest that the
key molecular event in cytolysis is the fragmentation of DNA
(86), it has been proposed that the lysis gene encodes a nuclease
(87) that is transcriptionally regulated by the steroid. In fact,
several nucleases appear after treatment of thymocytes with
glucocorticoid, and it is believed that these are responsible for
the fragmentation of DNA and the ultimate demise of the cell.
Final proof for this idea will rest on the cloning of the responsive
nuclease gene and the demonstration that glucocorticoid-re-
sponsive sequences regulate the gene expression of the enzyme.

In conclusion, this Perspective has summarized recent infor
mation about the glucocorticoid receptor and has emphasized
aspects of the regulation of the functions attributed to the
receptor. Obviously, many unanswered questions remain and
some of these may be solved by continued investigations at the ,â€ž
protein level.
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